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1. Educator resources

Forestry matters! A Forest Education Resource (book)
2008, Primary Industries and Resources SA
Early - Middle Years

“The aim of this resource is to provide teachers with relevant, up-to-date and accurate
information about forests. Although there are references to forests and forest animals
from around the world there is a specific and deliberate focus on South Australia’s
forests. This resource includes lesson activity ideas, lesson plans, student worksheets,
extension ideas and forestry fun pages, as well as a comprehensive list of resources
that will provide useful additional information on the topic of forestry.”

Ghastly Guests (folder)
2005, CRC for Australian Weed Management (2005)
Middle Years

A unit of work on Weeds that comes complete with detailed lesson plans, a PowerPoint
presentation and student worksheets. Ideal for teachers wanting to inspire students to
become part of the solution to community weed problems. Activities include growing
weeds to investigate seed dormancy and plant competition, designing a wind
dispersed seed and exploring the impacts of weeds on food webs. The unit concludes
with students researching weed problems in their local area and developing weed
control solutions. Information is also provided about the National Weed Warriors
program which offers support to teachers and students in the fight against weeds.

Looking at Forests (book)
2011, Global Education Centre

"Written for primary and lower secondary teachers to broaden their students and their
own understanding of issues related to forests at a local, national and global level.
Through inquiry based learning activities students are encouraged: to develop their
understandings of forests and forest issues; to develop a range of literacy, numeracy,
mapping, scientific and research skills; to explore their values and recognise the
validity of different points of view; and to participate in action at the local level to
protect forests."



Trees: an activity-based curriculum guide (book)
1998, Gould League & VAEE
Early - Primary Years

“An activity-based curriculum guide for primary classes using trees as a starting point
for science, visual arts, drama, media, SOSE and even music. This popular theme is
explored through plenty of activities with blackline masters provided.”

Parks and Gardens: an activity-based curriculum guide (book)
1998, Gould League & VAEE
Primary Years

“An activity-based curriculum guide for primary classes focussing on parks and
gardens to provide enjoyable learning outcomes.tudents use an inquiry approach to
investigate, appreciate and care for local environments. Includes introductory activities
in the classroom and for one or more excursions. Helps achieve multiple learning
outcomes in an enjoyable way right across the curriculum from science to music.”

2. Student resources

The story of Rosy Dock (book)
2002, Walker Books
Early Years+

“A hundred years ago, people from Europe settled in the timeless Australian desert and
planted seeds from the other side of the world. The Story of Rosy Dock is about one
of the settlers who followed them, and her garden in the wilderness, a garden that is
beautiful - but with an unexpected flowering.

Weedbusters: activities, information and curriculum links (book)
2002, Gould League
Primary - Middle Years

“Weeds are a fascinating and exciting teaching resource waiting to be explored in your
schoolground and beyond. This activity book will have your students discovering the
fascinating interactions of weeds with the environment and the long-term sustainability
of our natural resources. “Weedbusters” is full of enticing activities that will engage
your students. The many activities achieve a wide range of learning outcomes from
most KLSs. Weeds have never been so much fun.”
Copyright protected: no photocopying allowed



Misbehaving Plants (big book)
2007, CRC for Australian Weed Management
Early Years - Primary Years

“Misbehaving plants is a big book with an introduction to weeds, a narrative story, a
cartoon strip and factual information describing weeds. This resource was developed
in consultation with experienced lower primary/infants teachers. While the book was
developed for early stage teachers, the content and lesson activities suit a range of
abilities, making this book appropriate for all primary classrooms. Lesson suggestions
at the end of the book provide opportunities for teachers to introduce different types of
text, including narrative stories, recounts, procedures, expositions and arguments.”

The Native plants of Adelaide: returning the vanishing heritage of the Adelaide
Plains to your garden (set)
2005, Urban Forest Biodiversity Program (DEH)
Primary Years+

Set of 15 books. “Australian native plants have been a popular option for gardeners for
many years, but only rarely are the words ‘locally indigenous’ used when selecting
species. Locally indigenous natives are the plants that evolved to grow naturally in a
particular area. In the case of the Adelaide metropolitan area, these plants remain
almost unknown by the general public, largely because the unique native woodlands
and wetlands of the Adelaide Plains have long since succumbed to urban
development.
This pocket-sized guide aims to bring Adelaide’s very beautiful - but now largely
forgotten - indigenous flora back into the spotlight for nature enthusiasts and home
gardeners alike.”

3. DVDs and CMROMs

Weed Info: How to control....series (DVD)
2011, AMLR NRMB
Middle Years+

This DVD contains a series of short films - one on how to handle chemicals, as well as
how to control teh following weeds:
Cape Tulip
Blackberry
Caltrop
Willow
Broom
Gorse
Bridal Creeper
Wild Olive



A way with willows: current management and control options for willows (Salix
spp.) in Australia (DVD)
2009, Victorian Department of Primary Industries, 93 minutes
Middle Years+

“Willow management is an extremely cmplex and often dangerous process - aspects of
this process cannot always be illustrated effectively in written format. ‘A Way with
Willows’ has been developed to complement the National Willows Management Guide,
and together, these resources provide a comprehensive insight into effective current
management and control options for willows in Australia. The film follows those who
have been finding their way with willows across Australia and will help viewers develop
an effective management program and achieve success in willow control and site
rehabilitation. The film also touches on planning, willow impacts and some important
lessons that have been learnt along the way.” See 5. Books for the Management
Guide.

4. Identification charts

WEEDeck: National Willows Program: Willows (chart)
2010, Sainty and Associates
Primary Years+

“The aim of this WEEDeck series is to provide you with a convenient, pocket-sized
field guide for willow identification in your area.“ This pocket guide also includes
information about willow sawfly, data collection and mapping willows, male vs female
willows, tree and shrub species of willow and management.

Native plants of the Adelaide Plains (chart)
2016, NRM Education
Early Years+

Set of 15 copies. Laminated A3 charts with colour photographs of a selection of local
native plants from a range of ecosystems and habitat layers.

Kuitpo Spring Flowers: common flora field guide (chart)
2013, Friends of the Forest/Forestry SA
Early Years+

Set of 20 copies. Laminated A4 charts with colour photographs of a selection of
common local native flowers seen in Kuitpo Forest in spring.

Native grasses: a regional guide (booklet)
2017, Natural Resources, Adelaide & Mt Lofty Ranges
Middle Years+

A resource for landholders interested in identifying native grasses growing on their
rural properties. Colour photographs, growing characteristics, suitability for grazing and
tolerance for different climatic conditions are includes for each species.



Plants of a Mallee Box Woodland: Shrubs Layer/Ground Layer (chart)
2003, Onkaparinga CWMB - Catchment Connections Resource
Early Years+

Set of 15 copies. Laminated A3 charts with colour photographs and line drawings of
16 common plants in the ground and shrub layer of a mallee box woodland.

Eucalypts of a Mallee Box Woodland/Tree Layer (chart)
2003, Onkaparinga CWMB - Catchment Connections Resource
Early Years+

Set of 15 copies. Laminated A3 charts with colour photographs and line drawings of
11 common species of eucalypts and tree layer plants in a mallee box woodland.

WEEDeck: Aquatic (chart)
2004, Sainty and Associates
Primary Years+

“The aim of this WEEDeck series is to provide you with a convenient, pocket-sized
field guide for aquatic weed identification in your area. This pocket guide is a
compilation of some of the serious weeds that threaten Australia. Weeds with a
potential to establish in Australia are identified by the Alert symbol. It is also aimed at
developing community awareness of invasive plants in general.”

WEEDeck: Temperate (chart)
2004, Sainty and Associates
Primary Years+

“The aim of this WEEDeck series is to provide you with a convenient, pocket-sized
field guide for weed identification in your area. This pocket guide is a compilation of
some of the serious weeds that threaten your region. Weeds with a potential to
establish in Australia are identified by the Alert symbol. It is also aimed at developing
community awareness of invasive plants in general.”



5. Books

Native Eucalypts of South Australia
2013, Dean Nicolle

Native Eucalypts of South Australia treats every native eucalypt species and sub-
species that is currently known in the state (103 in total). The book provides a wealth
of information regarding the identification, distribution, ecology and uses of each
eucalypt included. For each of the 103 eucalypts, a double-page provides the
following information: images of the habit, bark, buds, flowers and fruits; seedling
painting by Ian Roberts; detailed map of its distribution in South Australia; meaning
and origin of the name; original naming and type information; characteristic features;
distribution and habitat; cultivation and uses; notes on interesting populations and
trees; detailed botanical description.

It's Blue with Five Petals: wildflowers of the Adelaide region. Second edition
(book)
2012, Ann Prescott
Primary Years+

“This book is for everyone who likes wildflowers and the Australian bush. While many
botanical books are very technical, this book is essentially a picture matching book.
The flowers are illustrated and they are grouped by their colour, their flower shape, and
their general size or growing habit.”

Native Plants of Norton Summit (booklet)
2009, Flora Identification Group (FIGS)
Primary Years+

“The picturesque hills surrounding Norton Summit are full of hidden treasures - our
native plants. This booklet is designed to bring your attention to the beauty of the local
plants and to the many species of birds and other wildlife that depend on them for food
and shelter... The aim of this booklet is to highlight the biodiversity of the region and to
help landholders to identify, protect and conserve the local native vegetation.”



Management Guide Willows: current management and crontrol options for
willows (Salix spp.) in Australia
2007, VIC DPI/National Willows Taskforce/Australian Government
Middle Years+

“This National Willows Management Guide brings together detailed information about
willows and their management to help you determine why, what, where, when and how
willows should be managed. By reading this document, you will discover that there is
no one best method but rather a range of factors that need to be considered and
weighed up for each particular situation.”

Mangroves to Mallee: the complete guide to the
vegetation of temperate South Australia
2009, Greening Australia

“Mangroves to Mallee is a comprehensive field guide to the vegetation of South
Australia’s southern agricultural districts. With over 1,000 full colour images, it features
56 vegetation communities, 386 native plant species and 112 weed species. The
format has been specifically designed for those with an interest in protecting and
restoring native plant communities, and it aims to assist students, land managers, field
officers, community groups and volunteers to improve their understanding of local
bushland areas.”

Grass Identification Manual for everyone: a pictorial guide to recognition of
native and exotic grasses in the Northern and Southern Lofty Botanical regions
of South Australia (booklet)
2001, Native Grass Resources Group Inc - South Australia

“This booklet is a guide to the identification of native and exotic grasses commonly
found around Adelaide in South Australia. We hope, that by providing illustrations and
simple categories, people will be able to identify common grasses in their local
environment, at least to genus level....The main aims of the revised booklet are to
enable non-specialists to recognise common grasses, to raise awareness about native
grasses and to stimulate an interest and concern for good management of grasslands.”

Attracting Butterflies to Your Garden
2007, Butterfly Conservation South Australia

“Have you ever wondered where all the butterflies have gone? Attracting Butterflies to
Your Garden is for those people who would like to see more of these beautiful
creatures in the gardens of the Adelaide region. This book shows how to encourage
forty of the more common butterflies to visit and breed in your garden. Following an
exploration of the fascinating life-cycle of butterflies and the principles of ‘butterfly
gardening’, each species is profiled, along with local native plants that butterflies like -
and you’ll love - in your garden.”



Are there plants in your wetland? Revegetating wetlands
2000, Land and Water Resources Research and Development Corporation/UNE
Middle Years+

“This booklet is not a means of identifying wetland plants, nor does it give a fool-proof
recipe for success in revegetation. Plant species and wetland conditions vary too
much throughout Australia for that information to be possible in a single booklet such
as this. However, by working through this booklet you should be able to: find out the
types of vegetation present in your wetland, and gain an idea of how to establish some
new wetland plants, if that is desirable.”

Are there seeds in your wetland? Assessing wetland vegetation
1997, Land and Water Resources Research and Development Corporation/UNE
Middle Years+

“This booklet will show you a way to germinate seeds from your wetland, and how to
decide whether the plants you germinate are useful to you or not. It will also outline a
way of surveying your vegetation to find out what species are present, and in what
density. The assessment section puts all this information together.”

Freshwater Algae in Australia: a guide to conspicuous genera
1997, Sainty and Associates

“This guide builds upon the chapter on macroalgae in Aquatic Cryptogams of Australia
(Entwisle 1994), extending the coverage to include major genera of microalgae and
extending its utility by incorporating colour pictures and a schematic key, and
customising the text. Of the 400 or so genera reported from Australia, 96 are covered
in detail by this guide. Included are all so-called macroalgae (those algae visible to the
naked eye) and the most commonly reported microalgae.”
This resource is available as a single book, or a set of five hardcover books*.

Pre-European vegetation of Adelaide: a survey from the Gawler River
to Hallett Cove
1996, Nature Conservation Society of South Australia

A survey of the pre-European vegetation of Adelaide, which includes a history of the
destruction of the flora of the Adelaide Plains, the climate, geology and soils, botanical
and natural history endeavours and the regions of Adelaide, with photographs of flora
and landscapes past and present. Maps of original plant associations and plant lists
are also included.



It’s blue with five petals: wildflowers of the Adelaide region
1988, Openbook Publishers

“When I go into the bush with friends who are not botanists, they say “Look at that
lovely blue flower!” or “Isn’t that flower a wonderful shape! Just like a pin cushion.”
They don’t say “Oh, what a magnificent example of a terrestrial prostrate
monocotyledon of the Corybas genus.” So this book is written for them; and for
everyone who loves flowers, their colours, their textures, their smells and their shapes.
It is especially written for people who want to know plant names but do not have the
opportunity to use scientific botanical books. It will also be useful for students and land
managers.” Sept 2013: second edition now available in the library.

Waterplants in Australia
1988, Sainty and Associates

“This pocketbook will tell you more about the wetland plants of Australia and the
introduced plants that pose a threat to both the natural wetlands and irrigation areas.
Included are waterwplants commonly encountered in Australia, particularly those that
are regarded as weeds... The layout of this pocketbook enables you to “key-out” or
identify plants that you are unfamiliar with. It does not include the smaller algae of
freshwater habitats.”

Notes

There are identification charts available to download for native plants of the Adelaide Plains and Adelaide Hills;
tree/eucalypt/shrub/ground layer plants for grey box/mallee/manna gum and stringbark woodlands; sand dunes of the
Onkaparinga from this link http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/education/for-educators/plants-
and-animals/land-based-environments

Fungi ID charts are available from the same link, and there is also a list of fungi related loan items.

For information on growing plants, designing and learning in garden spaces, refer to the ‘Outdoor learning spaces and
gardens’ list.

The Coast and Marine library lists has other hard copy charts available for estuary and sand dune plants.

This file was last updated July 2020.


